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Polarization of Light Waves
An ordinary beam of light consists of a large number of waves emitted by the atoms
of the light source. Each atom produces a wave having some particular orientation of
the electric field vector E, corresponding to the direction of atomic vibration. The
direction of polarization of each individual wave is defined to be the direction in which 
the electric field is vibrating. In Figure 38.28, this direction happens to lie along the y 
axis. However, an individual electromagnetic wave could have its E vector in the yz 
plane, making any possible angle with the y axis. 

Figure 38.28 Schematic diagram of an electromagnetic wave propagating at velocity c 
in the x direction. The electric field vibrates in the xy plane, and the magnetic field 
vibrates in the xz plane.

Because all directions of vibration from a wave source are possible, the resultant 
electromagnetic wave is a superposition of waves vibrating in many different directions.
The result is an unpolarized light beam, represented in Figure 38.29a. The direction of 
wave propagation in this figure is perpendicular to the page. The arrows show a few 
possible directions of the electric field vectors for the individual waves making up the 
resultant beam. At any given point and at some instant of time, all these individual 
electric field vectors add to give one resultant electric field vector.

Figure 38.29 (a) A representation of an unpolarized light beam viewed along the 
direction of propagation (perpendicular to the page). The transverse electric field can 
vibrate in any direction in the plane of the page with equal probability. (b) A linearly 
polarized light beam with the electric field vibrating in the vertical direction.
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a wave is said to be linearly polarized if the resultant electric field E vibrates in the 
same direction at all times at a particular point, as shown in Figure 38.29b. (Sometimes,
such a wave is described as plane-polarized, or simply polarized.) The plane formed by 
E and the direction of propagation is called the plane of polarization of the wave. If the 
wave in Figure 38.28 represents the resultant of all individual waves, the plane of 
polarization is the xy plane. It is possible to obtain a linearly polarized beam from an 
unpolarized beam by removing all waves from the beam except those whose electric 
field vectors oscillate in a single plane. We now discuss four processes for producing 
polarized light from unpolarized light.

Polarization by Selective Absorption
The most common technique for producing polarized light is to use a material that
transmits waves whose electric fields vibrate in a plane parallel to a certain direction
and that absorbs waves whose electric fields vibrate in all other directions.
     In 1938, E. H. Land (1909–1991) discovered a material, which he called polaroid,
that polarizes light through selective absorption by oriented molecules. This material is
fabricated in thin sheets of long-chain hydrocarbons. The sheets are stretched during
manufacture so that the long-chain molecules align. After a sheet is dipped into a 
solution containing iodine, the molecules become good electrical conductors. However,
conduction takes place primarily along the hydrocarbon chains because electrons can
move easily only along the chains. As a result, the molecules readily absorb light whose
electric field vector is parallel to their length and allow light through whose electric
field vector is perpendicular to their length.
It is common to refer to the direction perpendicular to the molecular chains as the
transmission axis. In an ideal polarizer, all light with E parallel to the transmission axis
is transmitted, and all light with E perpendicular to the transmission axis is absorbed.

Figure 38.30 represents an unpolarized light beam incident on a first polarizing sheet, 
called the polarizer. Because the transmission axis is oriented vertically in the figure, 
the light transmitted through this sheet is polarized vertically. A second polarizing 
sheet, called the analyzer, intercepts the beam. In Figure 38.30, the analyzer 
transmission axis is set at an angle  to the polarizer axis. We call the electric field 
vector of the first transmitted beam E0. The component of  E0  perpendicular to the 
analyzer axis is completely absorbed. The component of   E0 parallel to the analyzer 
axis, which is allowed through by the analyzer, is E0cos. Because the intensity of the
transmitted beam varies as the square of its magnitude, we conclude that the intensity 
of the (polarized) beam transmitted through the analyzer varies as

Malus’s law
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Fig. 38.30 Two polarizing sheets whose transmission axes make an angle  with each 
other. Only a fraction of the polarized light incident on the analyzer is transmitted 
through it.

where Imax is the intensity of the polarized beam incident on the analyzer. This expres-
sion, known as Malus’s law, applies to any two polarizing materials whose transmis- 
sion axes are at an angle  to each other. From this expression, we see that the intensity
of the transmitted beam is maximum when the transmission axes are parallel (= 0 or 
180°) and that it is zero (complete absorption by the analyzer) when the transmission 
axes are perpendicular to each other. This variation in transmitted intensity through a 
pair of polarizing sheets is illustrated in Figure 38.31.

Figure 38.31 The intensity of light transmitted through two polarizers depends on the
relative orientation of their transmission axes. (a) The transmitted light has maximum
intensity when the transmission axes are aligned with each other. (b) The transmitted
light has lesser intensity when the transmission axes are at an angle of 45 with each
other. (c) The transmitted light intensity is a minimum when the transmission axes are
perpendicular to each other.

Polarization by Reflection
When an unpolarized light beam is reflected from a surface, the reflected light may be
completely polarized, partially polarized, or unpolarized, depending on the angle of
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incidence. If the angle of incidence is 0°, the reflected beam is unpolarized. For other
angles of incidence, the reflected light is polarized to some extent, and for one 
particular angle of incidence, the reflected light is completely polarized.
Suppose that an unpolarized light beam is incident on a surface, as in Figure38.32a.
Each individual electric field vector can be resolved into two components: one parallel
to the surface (and perpendicular to the page in Fig. 38.32, represented by the dots), and
the other (represented by the brown arrows) perpendicular both to the first component 
and to the direction of propagation. Thus, the polarization of the entire beam can be 
described by two electric field components in these directions. It is found that the 
parallel component reflects more strongly than the perpendicular component, and this 
results in a partially polarized reflected beam. Furthermore, the refracted beam is also 
partially polarized.
        Now suppose that the angle of incidence 1 is varied until the angle between the
reflected and refracted beams is 90°, as in Figure 38.32b. At this particular angle of 
incidence, the reflected beam is completely polarized (with its electric field vector 
parallel to the surface), and the refracted beam is still only partially polarized. The angle
of incidence at which this polarization occurs is called the polarizing angle p .

Fig. 38.32 (a) When unpolarized light is incident on a reflecting surface,the reflected
and refracted beams are partially polarized. (b) The reflected beam is completely
polarized when the angle of incidence equals the polarizing angle p , which satisfies
the equation n = tanp . At this incident angle, the reflected and refracted rays
are perpendicular to each other.
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